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Navigating the Manifold of Translucent Appearance
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Figure 1: We propose a continuous, perceptually-motivated manifold for translucent appearance (illustrated on the right of the right panel,
color-coding is for visualization purposes only). The manifold covers a wide range of materials, as shown by the objects on the right panel,
whose appearance has been selected from the corresponding points selected in the manifold. We also propose an interactive editing interface
that leverages this manifold, and allows users to navigate the space of translucent appearance more effectively than when using traditional
slider-based interfaces. We evaluate this by means of a comprehensive user study including two different editing tasks. An example of the
results obtained in this study with the two interfaces (ours and a slider-based one) for a certain target image is shown on the left panel. The
user study shows that participants were able to better match the target image using our interface, with higher level of satisfaction.

Abstract
We present a perceptually-motivated manifold for translucent appearance, designed for intuitive editing of translucent mate-
rials by navigating through the manifold. Classic tools for editing translucent appearance, based on the use of sliders to tune
a number of parameters, are challenging for non-expert users: These parameters have a highly non-linear effect on appear-
ance, and exhibit complex interplay and similarity relations between them. Instead, we pose editing as a navigation task in a
low-dimensional space of appearances, which abstracts the user from the underlying optical parameters. To achieve this, we
build a low-dimensional continuous manifold of translucent appearance that correlates with how humans perceive this type of
materials. We first analyze the correlation of different distance metrics in image space with human perception. We select the
best-performing metric to build a low-dimensional manifold, which can be used to navigate the space of translucent appear-
ance. To evaluate the validity of our proposed manifold within its intended application scenario, we build an editing interface
that leverages the manifold, and relies on image navigation plus a fine-tuning step to edit appearance. We compare our intu-
itive interface to a traditional, slider-based one in a user study, demonstrating its effectiveness and superior performance when
editing translucent objects.
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1. Introduction

Materials that exhibit some degree of translucency are ubiquitous
in the real world, ranging from organic materials, such as milk or
wax, to inorganic materials like jade or glass. Light transport al-
gorithms capable of simulating them with great accuracy, and in
a computationally efficient manner, are well-developed [NGHJ18].
When it comes to editing these material models, however, existing
techniques are considerably less developed.

Translucent materials are typically modeled using the bidirec-
tional scattering surface reflectance distribution function (BSS-
RDF), and manipulating their appearance through tuning of the
optical parameters of the BSSRDF is a daunting challenge. These
parameters span a high-dimensional space, with dimensions that
correlate poorly with human perception, and complex, non-linear
interactions between them, leading to distant optical parameters re-
sulting in similar appearances [ZRB14]. This problem is aggravated
in the case of novice users, who are not acquainted with the indi-
vidual impact of each of these parameters on the final appearance,
not to mention the intricate manner in which they interact.

Bridging the gap between physically-based parameters, used
in analytical or measured models of appearance, and high-level
attributes that humans can better understand and control is a
long-standing problem in the field of material appearance mod-
eling. Typically, this involves finding low-dimensional perceptual
manifolds, which enable a more intuitive navigation of the tar-
geted range of appearance [SGM*16; TGG*20; SWSR21], and
in some cases even provide a relationship between the dimen-
sions of these manifolds and the parameters of reflectance mod-
els [PFG00; WAKB09]. Unfortunately, all these approaches to
building perceptually-based material appearance manifolds target
opaque BRDFs.

Despite –or owing to– their higher complexity, translucent ap-
pearance models have received less attention in this area. Most ef-
forts have focused on optically-thick materials, where editing can
be done by manipulating the diffusion profile [WCW*08; STPP09;
Bur15], thus limiting material editing to a particular set of translu-
cent materials. In addition, the perception of translucency, and its
interaction with factors like lighting and geometry, is not fully un-
derstood [FJB04; FB05; GWA*15; GTPH21; KNYK22; LJM22],
further hindering the task.

Our goal is to explore intuitive methods for navigating and edit-
ing translucent appearance, allowing users to abstract themselves
from the low-level optical properties defining appearance and focus
only on the appearance itself. We do this by building a perceptually-
meaningful continuous manifold of translucent appearance (Fig-
ure 1). This manifold is built under the premise that perceptually
similar appearances should be closer together, so global exploration
of our manifold will allow drastic appearance changes, and local
navigation will result in fine-tuning of appearance. We focus on
homogeneous, achromatic translucent appearance, with the goal of
evaluating whether an editing paradigm based on image navigation
of such a manifold can be practical for users and outperform more
traditional, slider-based editing approaches, thus justifying further
exploration of its applicability to the vast space of translucent ap-
pearance.

We build our manifold leveraging an objective distance measure,
which we select by conducting a perceptual study. Since our ulti-
mate objective is appearance editing, we validate the usefulness of
such space by proposing an interface that builds on top of it; we
evaluate this interface with a user study, comparing it to a standard,
slider-based interface. We show that novice users have better ob-
jective performance in editing tasks using our prototype interface,
and at the same time have a more satisfactory editing experience.

Specifically, our contributions are:

‚ A perceptual study to determine an adequate objective distance
measure for translucent appearance that correlates with human
perception of translucency over a wide range of optical parame-
ters.

‚ A perceptually-meaningful continuous manifold of the space
of translucent appearance, suitable for editing homogeneous
translucent materials.

‚ An editing interface that leverages this manifold, and which we
validate through a user study, showing its effectiveness and su-
perior performance in comparison to a standard, slider-based ap-
proach.

2. Background and Related Work

In this section, we first briefly introduce the terminology used in
this paper for modeling translucent appearance, and then summa-
rize the related work on translucency editing, perceptual spaces of
appearance, and material design and editing interfaces.

2.1. Light Transport in Translucent Materials

Translucent materials can be modeled as a dielectric material em-
bedding a scattering medium. When a light beam interacts with the
dielectric boundary, it is both reflected and transmitted inside the
object following the Fresnel equations. Light transmitted inside the
medium is then scattered multiple times until it re-emerges back to
the surface, potentially far away from the entrance point.

Light scattering at the boundary is determined by the change of
index of refraction of the medium, η, and the microscopic geometry
modeled statistically via the microfacet model [WMLT07], where
the microgeometry is represented by a statistical distribution of mi-
croscopic smooth planes, parametrized by the surface roughness ρ.

Inside the medium, light interacts with it following the radiative
transfer equation [Cha60]:

ω ¨∇Lpx,ωq “ ´σtLpx,ωq ` ασt

ż

S2
fppµqLpx,ω1

qdω
1, (1)

where x is a point inside the medium, ω P S2 is a direction, and
Lpx,ωq is the radiance at x in direction ω. The medium is charac-
terized by the extinction coefficient σt, the single scattering albedo
α, and the phase function describing the angular scattering fppµq,
with µ “ ω ¨ ω

1. We restrict our work to homogeneous achromatic
media, avoiding spatial and spectral dependence of these parame-
ters. For the phase function we use the common Henyey-Greenstein
model [HG41], parameterized by the directionality parameter g.
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2.2. Editing Translucency

While there is vast literature studying the perception of
translucency—for a comprehensive review we refer the reader to
the work of Gigilashvili et al. [GTHP21]—, editing of translucent
materials in an intuitive way is a relatively unexplored topic. Most
existing works have focused on optically thick materials, where
the light is at the diffusion regime: In this case, editing is gener-
ally done via modifying the diffusion profile [XGL*07; STPP09;
JZJ*15; Bur15], or via local manipulation of the single scatter-
ing albedo in volumes [HR13]. For a broader range of optical
thickness, the general approach falls back to manipulating opti-
cal parameters via sliders, either directly or via simplified con-
trols [WVH17]. Our work targets all ranges of optical thickness
and poses editing as a low-dimensional intuitive navigation through
the potential range of appearance, rather than low-level proper-
ties. Inverse rendering of participating media has proved a useful
tool for manipulating translucent appearance. This includes opti-
cally thin [NGD*06] and thick materials [JMLH01; DLW*22], as
well as more general materials using fully-differentiable volume
path tracing [GZB*13; GLZ16]. Recently, neural-based approaches
[CLZ*20; LNN23] have demonstrated good performance on invert-
ing the BSSRDF. While we leverage inverse rendering to obtain an
estimate of material properties, our focus is on providing an im-
proved method to intuitively edit translucency.

2.3. Perceptual Spaces for Appearance Editing

A substantial body of work has been devoted to deriving low-
dimensional perceptual manifolds of material appearance in which
materials are organized along meaningful, interpretable dimen-
sions. Often, a key motivation behind these is to facilitate edit-
ing and control of appearance, shielding the user from the
high-dimensional, non-linear spaces spanned by the optical or
physically-based parameters of BSDF models.

A seminal work in this area is that of Pellacini et al. [PFG00],
where they derive a two-dimensional perceptual space for gloss.
The space is built from psychophysical data, making use of mul-
tidimensional scaling, and they establish a relationship between
their two main perceptual dimensions. A close goal is pursued by
Wills et al. [WAKB09], who build a two-dimensional perceptual
space for gloss for measured BRDFs. More recently, Toscani et
al. [TGG*20] used a similar methodology with a wider range of
appearance, and with the addition of an experiment to interpret and
label the three main dimensions of their derived space.

Instead of focusing on a single attribute (e.g., gloss) and de-
riving a perceptual model for it, other works have broadened the
scope, often at the same time lifting the restriction of having a
perceptually-linear space, where a linear change in space corre-
sponds to a linear change in appearance, and settling for intuitive,
perceptually-meaningful spaces, in which items are spatially sorted
following perceptual criteria, but without any extra relationship be-
tween space in the manifold and perceptual space. Matusik [Mat03]
evaluated different dimensionality reduction techniques for mea-
sured BRDF data, and defined a set of 15 attributes (which they call
perceptual traits) which are then used to navigate the space of ap-
pearance. Inspired by this, Serrano et al. [SGM*16] generated intu-
itive manifolds for a carefully-curated list of attributes, building on

the dimensionality reduction proposed by Nielsen et al. [NJR15].
Shi et al. [SWSR21] follow a similar approach, but do not estab-
lish specific attributes a priori, and instead extract dimensions that
explain perceived differences in appearance. They also propose an
editing interface, discussed in Section 2.4.

Akin to these works, we seek to build a low-dimensional space
that is linked to the optical properties of the material appearance
model in a manner that allows for appearance editing. We draw
inspiration from their methods, but while their focus is on opaque
BRDFs, we deal with translucent materials, a much less explored
domain.

In the context of translucent materials, the closest work to ours,
which identifies a two-dimensional perceptually-meaningful mani-
fold for a set of physical scattering parameters, is that of Gkioulekas
et al. [GXZ*13]. They specifically explore the impact of the phase
function on translucent appearance, and relate the two axes of their
space to moments of the phase function. We build on their find-
ings, including the distance metric they use, but we tackle a wider
range of appearance, and focus on providing an intuitive space for
editing it. Recently, Liao et al. [LSX22] proposed an unsupervised
learning-based model that identifies perceptually relevant dimen-
sions for translucent material appearance from images, and show
that manipulations in the latent space of the model can lead to modi-
fying the appearance of the object. While they work in image space,
we seek to retain the mapping to optical parameters of the material,
required for physically-based rendering.

2.4. Material Design Interfaces

Different interfaces and interaction paradigms have been proposed
in the context of material appearance design and editing. They
mainly rely on one of two paradigms: those based on a set of slid-
ers that allows modifying a series of parameters, or those based
on navigation of a structured collection of images. Both were ana-
lyzed by Kerr and Pellacini [KP10] in their comparison of material
design interface paradigms for novice users. A third category relies
on directly painting with brush tools, and has been used for opaque
BRDFs, particularly highlights [CPK06; PGSP08], but requiring
custom material models.

Slider-based models can rely on physical sliders, that expose and
control the optical properties of the underlying BSDF model (as
used by many commercial, off-the-shelf modeling tools [Aut23]),
or on perceptual sliders, allowing editing along the dimensions of
perceptually-meaningful spaces of appearance like the ones intro-
duced in Section 2.3. Some BSDF models, like Disney’s Principled
BSDF [Bur12] are already designed to provide an optimal combi-
nation of controllability, expressiveness, and robustness.

Hybrid approaches that combine image navigation with subse-
quent tuning of parameters are commonly found in everyday appli-
cations such as Adobe Filter gallery [Ado23] or Microsoft Power-
Point template gallery [Mic23]. They offer good balance between
a rapid selection of the desired result, and the fine-tuning preci-
sion given by sliders. In the context of material appearance, the
recent work by Shi et al. [SWSR21] proposed to use such a hybrid
paradigm for authoring opaque metallic-like BRDFs. We draw in-
spiration from this approach, and explore the use of such hybrid
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editing interfaces for translucency, which is a higher-dimensional
problem with a more complex interaction between the low-level
parameters used to define appearance.

3. A Distance Measure for Translucent Appearance

Measuring the perceptual distance between the appearance of two
materials is an open problem, and multiple measures have been pro-
posed [LBFS21]. These measures can operate in material space or
in image space. The former have the obvious advantage that they do
not require rendering the images, but they have shown to correlate
poorly with perception, especially when dealing with suprathresh-
old differences [NDM06; SGM*16]. Image-based metrics allow to
factor in the influence of the geometry and the illumination, critical
in material appearance [LMS*19], and in particular in the case of
translucency [GWA*15; XWG*14]. In this section, we briefly de-
scribe our choice of distance measure: we curate a set of metrics
based on the literature (Section 3.1), and then conduct a perceptual
study to select the best one for our particular type of stimuli (Sec-
tion 3.2). For a more detailed description of the metrics and the
experiment, we refer the reader to the supplemental material.

3.1. Image-based Metrics

While the literature in the area of image-based appearance met-
rics is vast, the specific case of translucent materials is not as well
studied as that of opaque BRDFs. Studies range from analyzing
existing metrics proposed for BRDFs for their use in translucent
stimuli, to the proposal of models specifically designed to predict
human responses to those translucent stimuli. We explore the use
of representative metrics of both, as well as other commonly used
image-based metrics. In particular, we evaluate: the cubic root met-
ric [NDM06], which Gkioulekas et al. [GXZ*13] found to correlate
well with the perception of translucency; the anisoshading ratio
proposed by Kiyokawa [KNYK22] for translucency; and a set of
image-based metrics including the well-known MS-SSIM, widely
used for image comparison, the recent FovVideoVDP [MCR*21],
and the learning-based metric LPIPS [ZIE*18]. Details on these
metrics can be found in the supplemental material.

3.2. Perceptual Study

We seek to find, for the type of stimuli that we work with, which
metric correlates best with human judgements. As mentioned, pre-
vious work has analyzed the performance of different image-based
metrics on the perception of translucency [GXZ*13]. However,
they did so with a set of stimuli that focused on studying the role
of the phase function. Since their focus is on densely sampling the
space of phase functions, they fix the other scattering parameters
to isolate the effect of the former (σa and σt take the values of
the green channel of marble [JMLH01], with perturbations of them
around these default values; roughness is also fixed), leading to a
more reduced range of translucent appearance (in terms of σa, σt
and roughness coverage) than the one we cover in the present work.
Therefore, we build on their work, and assess through a perceptual
study whether their proposal of the cubic root metric applies to a
larger range of appearance, even when compared to more recent
and sophisticated image-based metrics.

3.2.1. Stimuli

Our stimuli are images of a translucent object against a uniform
background; we use a fixed geometry, and vary the material’s
optical parameters and the lighting conditions. Images are ren-
dered with Mitsuba 0.6 [Jak10], using the default volumetric path
tracer with no limit to the number of bounces. We fix the geom-
etry to the Lucy statue, since it has both thick and thin parts and
shows a balance of medium and high-frequency details, which are
helpful cues [GTPH21]. We add a background horizontal plane,
to project caustic patterns that are also used to assess translu-
cency [GDHP20].

Since the perception of a translucent material is heavily affected
by where the light is positioned with respect to the object, we render
our stimuli with three different variations in lighting: front, side and
back [XWG*14]. In all three cases, we use a strong area light to
generate a directional light source from the specific direction, and
add a filling environment map (Ennis [ICT10]).

We model translucent materials as a medium enclosed by a
surface, yielding five optical parameters that determine material
properties (see Section 2.1). We fix the index of refraction (IOR)
to η “ 1.5, since most translucent materials have an IOR close
to this number [GTPH21]. We explore the whole range of phase
function asymmetry g P r´1,1s and single scattering albedo α P

r0,1s, while we bound both surface roughness and extinction to
ρ P r0.01,0.6s and σt P r0.01,10000s, respectively. Given that the
parameter space π “ rρ,σt,α,gs is four-dimensional, a grid-based
sampling would be impractical; instead, we sample the space using
a low-discrepancy quasi-random distribution (Halton). The use of a
low-discrepancy sampler allows to have a uniform coverage of the
sampling space and scales well in multidimensional spaces. Even
within our scheme, the optical parameters sampled have a highly
non-linear relationship with translucent appearance. Based on find-
ings from previous work on translucency perception [GUT*22], we
choose a power-like distribution for the single scattering albedo α

and extinction σt and empirically set the parameters of the power
function to provide a balanced coverage of appearances. Specifi-
cally, we follow α “ ξ

5 and σt “ ξ
´5, with ξ a random number,

skewing the sampling towards lower extinction values and includ-
ing optically thinner appearances that would otherwise be under-
represented.

3.2.2. Procedure

We avoid ranking methods and resort to a two-alternative forced
choice (2AFC) experimental paradigm. This is common practice
in complex appearance evaluation tasks, where the measured effect
may not follow a linear scale. As in standard 2AFC experiments,
the participants need to select which of the two candidate images
is most similar to a reference one.

We sample sixteen sets of material properties, under three dif-
ferent lighting conditions. This yields a total of 5,040 triplets, each
evaluated by at least five different participants, leading to a total
of 25,200 trials. Given the large number of trials, we use Amazon
Mechanical Turk, implementing control trials to discard unreliable
participants (slightly under 25% of participants were discarded).

© 2024 The Authors.
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Table 1: Accuracy (both majority and raw) of the various image-
based metrics when predicting human similarity judgements, for
the three lighting conditions: side, back, and front. Performance is
generally consistent across lighting conditions. The cubic root met-
ric outperforms the rest, and is thus our distance metric of choice.

Majority Raw
Metric Side Back Front Side Back Front
Cubic root metric 0.77 0.81 0.84 0.70 0.73 0.75
Anisoshading ratio 0.61 0.65 0.69 0.50 0.50 0.63
MS-SSIM 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.22 0.19 0.18
FovVideoVDP 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.20 0.17
LPIPS 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.69 0.71 0.72

3.2.3. Results

Following previous works [GAGH14; WAKB09; LMS*19], we
compute the accuracy of each image-based metric when predicting
human responses using both its raw and majority modalities. The
raw accuracy considers each response as a correct answer for each
triplet, while the majority accuracy considers that only the major-
ity’s response for each triplet is correct. Differences between both
modalities exist when there is low agreement between participant
responses for a given triplet. Table 1 shows the accuracy results for
each of the five metrics when predicting human responses, in both
its raw and majority modalities.

Image quality metrics do not provide a good prediction in this
scenario, even in the case of those designed to detect supra-
threshold differences. On the other hand, we see how the cubic
root metric initially developed as a metric for BRDF comparison
[NDM06] offers the best results, consistent with what Gkioulekas
et al. [GXZ*13] found in their exploration of the phase function.
These are complementary findings to the work of Gkioulekas et al.,
since we span a wider range of optical parameters and appearance,
going from crystal-like to darker materials (see supplemental mate-
rial for representative subset of the materials used). Therefore, the
cubic root metric, initially proposed for BRDFs, will be our dis-
tance metric of choice.

4. A Perceptually Meaningful Space for Translucent
Appearance

Editing material appearance is generally done by moving along
non-orthogonal non-linear dimensions via sliders. In our case, that
means a four-dimensional space, which is a challenging task for
novice (or even experienced) users.

Instead, our goal is to provide a more natural navigation along
the manifold of translucent appearance. That imposes a set of de-
sign constraints for our manifold: 1) The manifold should be per-
ceptually meaningful, so that similar appearances are close to-
gether; 2) the manifold should be continuous, to allow navigation
along the space of possible translucent appearances; and 3) the
manifold should be two-dimensional, so that it can be easily navi-
gated by the user.

Mathematically, we want to find a two-dimensional manifold
M Ď R2 that is a convex hull of appearances. Each point yi P M

maps to a set of optical parameters πi, thus establishing a relation-
ship mpyiq “ πi. For that manifold to be perceptually meaningful,
we impose that for a pair of points yi,y j P M, it holds that

|yi ´ y j|9dpii, i jq, (2)

with dp¨, ¨q being the cubic root metric, and ii “ Renderpπiq the
generated appearance with optical parameters mpyiq “ πi. Note
that as we describe later, ii is not necessarily a single image; in
fact, in the construction of our manifold and its navigation, we use
a triplet of three images with the same optical parameters and un-
der different illumination conditions. In the following, we describe
our manifold construction from a discrete set of samples, which we
navigate by using an interpolation scheme.

4.1. Manifold Construction

In order to build our manifold, we leverage dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques. This allows us to leverage the cubic root metric,
which we showed that correlates best with human perception in
our scenario (Section 3), so that materials with similar appearance
are closer together, and different materials are pushed further away.
A benefit of this approach is that similarity relations between op-
tical parameters are implicitly handled, as well as non-linearities
between optical parameters and resulting appearance.

We sample M “ 100 tuples of optical parameters π̂ using the
sampling procedure described in Section 3.2, and render the Lucy
statue under three lighting conditions (front, back and side). Then
we compute a M ˆ M distance matrix relating the perceptual dis-
tance between each pair of appearances, using the average dis-
tance of all three lighting conditions. By associating each point to
three different lighting conditions we enforce the manifold to place
closer together points that carry optical parameters that generate
similar appearances under different lighting conditions, making the
manifold more robust.

Finally, we feed the IsoMap algorithm [TdL00] with the distance
matrix, and set the number of neighbors to five and the dimension-
ality of the output space to two. With these settings, we build a two-
dimensional manifold where each image triplet sii generated with
optical parameters sπi has a coordinate syi P ĎM in the manifold.

Discussion While other algorithms for dimensionality reduction
exist (e.g., multidimensional scaling or kernel principal compo-
nent analysis) we chose the IsoMap algorithm since it works
well with arbitrary distance matrices and handles well non-linear
spaces [TdL00]. Other alternatives using neural networks, fol-
lowing previous works on perceptual spaces for material appear-
ance [LMS*19; DLC*22; SL23], were considered, but we found
that IsoMap works well in our case, and produces stable and
meaningful manifolds that can be easily navigated, while the la-
tent spaces of neural-based methods might lead to unintuitive
spaces and would require re-training with extensive labeled data
for translucent appearance.

4.2. Manifold Navigation

The manifold defined above provides a convex hull of appearances
for translucent materials. However, the discrete set of samples it

© 2024 The Authors.
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is built with fill the 2D manifold unevenly, and do not allow for
smooth navigation. To build a continuous manifold inside the con-
vex hull of the manifold from a discrete set of samples, we follow
an approach similar to Wills et al. [WAKB09], and estimate the op-
tical parameters πi from the finite set ĎM of data points psi j,Ďπ j, sy jq

used for building the manifold.

Computing πi directly from the optical parameters associated
with the finite set of data points Ďπ j does not necessarily result into
a perceptually meaningful appearance manifold. The reason is the
complex interactions between optical parameters and final appear-
ance, arising due to the non-linear effect of each different param-
eter, as well as appearance metamerism due to well-known simi-
larity relations between optical parameters [ZRB14], where very
different optical parameters might result in a similar appearance.
Instead, we compute the interpolation between datapoints in ap-
pearance space (i.e., in image space), and compute ii as

ii “
1

KN

N
ÿ

j“1

Kp|yi ´ sy j|q si j, (3)

with sy j and si j the position and appearance of the N nearest data
points to yi (we set N “ 5), Kp¨q a radially symmetric kernel (we
use a triangle kernel), and KN “

řN
j“1 Kp|yi ´ sy j|q the normaliza-

tion factor. This approach has two benefits: First, it makes naviga-
tion inside the manifold smooth and predictive. Second, it imposes
that the relationship in Equation 2 holds for the generated appear-
ance ii at yi and the rest of the manifold, assuming a dense enough
set of datapoints generating a manifold. Figure 2 shows the mani-
fold for the back-lit condition.

Unfortunately, Equation 3 results into a relatively simple image-
space interpolation, with no direct relationship between yi and πi.
Instead, for building the map between yi and πi we need to compute
ii, and from that compute πi “ Render´1

piiq, as we describe in the
next subsection.

Discussion While this interpolation has some similarities to the
one performed by Wills et al. [WAKB09], note that they interpo-
late the optical parameters in the parameter space, which is only
feasible in the low-dimensional space of gloss in opaque BRDFs.
In the case of translucent materials, this approach leads to subopti-
mal results, and causes non-smooth transitions inside the manifold.
Additionally, while the interpolation in Equation 3 does not guar-
antee that there is a set of parameters πi that would generate the
appearance in ii (i.e., ii might not be physically meaningful), we
found that there is always a close match between πi and ii. Both
cases are shown in Section 4.4.1 and Figure 3.

4.3. Optical Parameters Retrieval

We leverage physically-based inverse rendering for computing the
inverse problem πi “ Render´1

piiq, by solving

min
πi

d pii,Renderpπiqq , (4)

with dp¨, ¨q our distance metric (cubic root metric), averaged over
the three different illuminations. We solve for πi using the Adam
optimizer [KB14] (learning rate lr “ 0.025, 100 iterations), with

gradients computed using the physically-based differentiable ren-
dering in Mitsuba 3 [JSR*22]. We initialize the optimization by
interpolating the optical parameters following

πi,0 “
1

KN

N
ÿ

j“1

Kp|yi ´ sy j|q Ďπ j, (5)

which we empirically found works well in our case. To make our
problem tractable, we inverse rendered images with a resolution
of 128 ˆ 128 pixels, as it was a good balance between the quality
of results and the time to convergence. In our tests, we found that
increasing the resolution for inverse rendering did not have a ma-
jor impact on the reconstruction error, but resulted in significantly
longer reconstruction times. In particular, we found that performing
the optimization for a native resolution (512 ˆ 512) and the lower-
resolution one (128ˆ128) provided similar error values in both the
recovered optical parameters (MAE of 0.16 vs 0.14, respectively)
and error in image space (cubic root metric of 0.037 vs 0.048, re-
spectively). We further analyze the quality of the inverse rendering
stage in Section 4.4.

4.4. Analysis of the Space

The resulting two-dimensional manifold can be seen in Figure 2.
Roughly, the manifold shows two main axes of appearance: From
top-left to bottom-right, we can see that the appearances are dis-
tributed from glass-like (top-left) to a more opaque diffuse-like
appearance (bottom-right) similar to, e.g., marble or jade, which
agrees with the findings by Gkioulekas et al. [GXZ*13]. On the
other hand, the horizontal axis distributes appearances from dark
(left) to bright (right). Since the main purpose of our generated
manifold is to enable navigation of the space of translucent appear-
ance, we evaluate this through a user study by integrating our man-
ifold into an appearance editing interface in Section 5. Prior to this,
in the remainder of this section, we analyze the resulting manifold
in terms of validity, stability and generality. Finally, we discuss the
relationship of this manifold with the underlying optical parame-
ters.

4.4.1. Validity

To assess our approach to build the continuous manifold (Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3), we compare it to the case in which the manifold
is generated by simply interpolating the optical parameters from the
initial set of samples. Our measure of error is the cubic root metric,
and results are shown in Figure 3. The error using inverse rendering
is lower, and also shows that the image-based interpolation results
in physically plausible appearance.

4.4.2. Stability

To analyze the dependence of our manifold on individual material
samples, we perform a stability analysis [WAKB09]. We do this by
building M manifolds following a leave-one-out procedure, with
M ´ 1 manifold samples being used to build each manifold, leav-
ing one material sample out each time a manifold is built (mani-
fold construction is as described in Section 4.1). For each of these
M manifolds, we compute its Procrustes distance [Ken89; Boo97]
to our resulting, final manifold. This is done by computing the

© 2024 The Authors.
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Brightness

Glass-Likeness

Figure 2: Depiction of our continuous manifold for the Lucy geometry under the back lighting condition. The convex hull of the manifold is
depicted by the dark-red line. Note that the manifold smoothly interpolates between different translucent appearances, naturally following
two main high-level dimensions of translucency: glass-likeness (bottom-right to top-left) as described by Gkioulekas et al. [GXZ*13], and
brightness (left to right). These axes are shown in the bottom-right inset. We refer to the supplemental material for the depiction of the
manifold under other lighting conditions.

Figure 3: Error (cubic root metric) between the interpolated im-
age, ii, and the rendered one, Renderpπiq, for a set of uniformly
distributed points along the manifold. We show the error when op-
tical parameters πi are computed through parameter interpolation
(left), and by means of inverse rendering (right).

Euclidean transformation (rotation, reflection, scaling, and trans-
lation) between the two embeddings that minimizes the distance
between them, i.e., the sum of squared differences between the
points in both manifolds. The average normalized Procrustes dis-
tance across our M manifolds is dP “ 0.017; with distances in the
range r0,1s, this value is indicative of a stable manifold.

4.4.3. Generality

Since we build our manifold based on a single geometry (Lucy),
we would like to assess whether such manifold remains valid for
other geometries. For that, we compare our manifold with the man-
ifolds generated for a set of additional geometries that show dif-
ferent ranges of spatial frequencies and distributions of thickness,
which are relevant geometric features for both reflection and trans-
mittance. These additional manifolds are built for the Armadillo
and Bunny from the Stanford Repository, and a sphere and a cube.
All these geometries were re-scaled to have a thickness similar to
the pedestal in the Lucy statue, so that the level of translucency is
comparable. The manifold for each of these geometries is generated
using the same procedure as with Lucy, described in Section 4.1.

We analyze the generality of our approach by performing pair-
wise comparisons between the manifolds generated for all five dif-
ferent geometries, analyzing the correlation of the distance matrices

Table 2: Pairwise correlation between manifolds generated for dif-
ferent geometries and the Lucy statue, computed using the Mantel
test. Values correspond to the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient, which ranges from -1 to 1, with 1 indicating a strong
positive correlation and -1 a strong negative one. Results shown
are statistically significant (p ă 0.05).

Armadillo Bunny Sphere Cube
Lucy 0.96 0.94 0.88 0.82

using the non-parametric Mantel test [Man67]. Results are shown
in Table 2, with 1.0 being perfect correlation: Even for very differ-
ent geometries all manifolds exhibit great consistency. As expected,
simple geometries (i.e., sphere and cube) show smaller correlation,
in line with previous work [GSW*21] that noted that simple ge-
ometries are perceived differently from more complex geometries.
However, as this complexity increases, the manifolds become ex-
tremely consistent, even for geometries with very different distri-
butions of thickness and spatial frequency (e.g., Bunny vs Lucy).

4.4.4. Underlying Optical Parameters

Here we analyze the relationship between the underlying optical
parameters and the perceptual manifold. These parameters are re-
trieved from the continuous manifold following the procedure de-
scribed in Section 4.3. Given the complex interplay of optical pa-
rameters resulting in strong similarity relationships between phase
function, albedo, and extinction [GXZ*13; ZRB14], we opt for an-
alyzing the reduced coefficients (i.e., first-order similarity relation-
ships [WPW89]). Figure 4 shows the distribution of the reduced
extinction σ

˚
t and reduced single scattering albedo α

˚ inside the
manifold: As we can observe, there is a trend that relates the re-
duced extinction and single scattering albedo with the glass-like
appearance (diagonal axis, from top-left to bottom-right), so that
lower σ

˚
t and α

˚ increases the glass-like look, and higher values in-
crease the diffuseness, as expected. The brightness (horizontal axis

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 4: Visualization of the reduced optical parameters in our
continuous manifold, obtained via inverse rendering. We show the
reduced extinction coefficient σ

˚
t (left, log scale) and reduced sin-

gle scattering albedo α
˚ (right, linear scale), computed using first-

order similarity. Please refer to the main text for an analysis of the
observed trends.

of the manifold), on the other hand, is mostly related with the sin-
gle scattering albedo. While these trends seem consistent, further
exploration would be required to find a complete description of the
high-level perceptual axes within the manifold, and their potential
high-order relationships with the underlying optical parameters.

5. An Interface for Editing Translucent Appearance

This section seeks to assess whether our perceptually meaningful
space can indeed be effectively used to edit translucent appearance.
To do that, we build a prototype editing interface that leverages our
manifold, and compare it to a standard editing method (based on
tuning sliders for each of the optical parameters) in a user study
comprising two editing tasks on a diverse set of materials and ge-
ometries.

5.1. Interface Overview

We build a prototype material editing interface that leverages our
proposed translucency manifold. Our interface is integrated into
the widespread, open-source modeling software Blender [Ble23].
The main goal of the manifold is to enable users to rapidly obtain
a reasonable approximation to the desired final appearance. This
approximation can be very hard to reach through individual tuning
of four (or more) optical parameters that interact in complex ways.
At the same time, it has been shown that sliders perform better than
image navigation for precise adjustments in matching tasks [KP10].

Taking all of this into account, we propose a hybrid interface
that combines image navigation through a zoomable version of our
manifold, and subsequent fine-tuning of the optical parameters us-
ing a slider-based interface. Image navigation facilitates an initial
good approximation to the desired appearance (which is hard to
obtain with sliders alone), and fine-tuning through sliders enables
refining this approximation to obtain an optimal match.

Our interface can be seen in Figure 5. It has three different areas:
one shows the preview rendering of the object whose appearance is
being edited, as in most editing interfaces (we use the Cycles built-
in progressive renderer for display); another shows the manifold
(or a part of it, depending on the selected scale), together with an
inset that shows a large version of the selected manifold sample;
and a third area is devoted to showing the target image that will be

Figure 5: Screenshot of our proposed editing interface, as dis-
played in our user studies, while in image navigation mode. There
are three distinct areas. Left: Manifold navigation area (orange
box), which can be zoomed and panned, and includes a preview of
the selected appearance at each instant (pink). Top right: Target im-
age area, showing the target image (purple); this area is included
for the purpose of our user studies, but can be hidden for normal
interface usage. Bottom right: Preview area, showing the object
being edited, rendered interactively as its appearance is changed
(green).

used in the user studies. The third area is thus optional, and could
be hidden resulting in a split screen-type interface. The arrow keys
allow the user to traverse the manifold, whose scale can be changed
to show a coarser or finer view of it. Finally, our interface allows
to toggle between the three lighting conditions used to build the
manifold, i.e., displaying the manifold with the front, side or back
lighting condition (please also refer to the supplementary video for
a demonstration of the interface).

5.2. User Study

We conduct a user study to validate the use of our manifold in an
editing application scenario. Participants in the study perform edit-
ing tasks on a variety of translucent materials. Each editing task
involves a target image and a match image, whose material appear-
ance will be edited by the participants to match that of the target
appearance. They conduct each task with two different interfaces:
ours (described in Section 5.1), and a standard slider-based inter-
face, in which the four optical parameters (α, σt, g and ρ) are ex-
posed by means of sliders that the participants can tune to edit the
material’s appearance. The slider-based interface follows the same
layout as ours (Figure 5), with the four sliders occupying the area
reserved for the manifold in our interface.

Tasks The study features two types of tasks. The first type is a
matching task, in which sixteen participants are asked to match the
material of an object under fixed lighting to a target image of the
same object and lighting. This provides a constrained task that fa-
cilitates quantitatively measuring users’ performance [KP10]. In
the second type, the natural task, ten participants are asked to
match the material of an object under fixed lighting to a target
image of a different object and under a different lighting. This is

© 2024 The Authors.
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designed to mimic a look-dev use case scenario, in which the user
aims to match a certain appearance (e.g., from a photograph or any
Internet image) on a new geometry and lighting.

Procedure For each interface and task, participants need to con-
duct a series of trials, one per target image that needs to be matched.
We test four different materials per task; further, in the matching
task, we test two different lighting conditions. This results in a total
of eight target images in the matching task and four in the natu-
ral task, which need to be matched with each interface. We divide
each experiment into two blocks, one per interface; the order of the
blocks is randomized for each participant. Each block consists of
four trials (i.e., matching four target images), one for each of the
four target materials. Lighting conditions are pseudo-randomized
so that each participant sees two trials with each lighting condition.

Participants start the experiment conducting a short demograph-
ics questionnaire, and then proceed to a training session. In the
training session, they were asked to use the two interfaces to match
the appearance of a glass-like material applied on the Stanford
Bunny. Then, they perform one block, followed by a 5-minutes
break, and later the second block. After each trial, participants an-
swer a question regarding their level of satisfaction with the result,
on a 1 to 7 Likert scale. In addition to that, we log time to com-
pletion, optical parameters of the final result, and toggling between
lighting conditions events. There is no time limit to complete the
tasks, and participants underwent a short questionnaire and debrief-
ing session at the end of the study.

Participants Sixteen subjects participated in the matching task
(four female, twelve male, none identifying themselves as non-
binary, not listed, or preferring not to say). The average age was
24.8 years, with a standard deviation of 3.58 years. For the natural
task, we recruited ten participants (four female, and six male, none
identifying themselves as non-binary, not listed, or preferring not
to say) among the sixteen initial subjects; in this way, participants
were already familiar with both interfaces.

5.2.1. Matching Task

Stimuli We use the Armadillo statue for both the target image and
match scene for this task. With this choice, we not only test the in-
terface but also its ability to generalize to other geometries, since
the manifold features the Lucy statue. We choose two lighting con-
ditions: the side and back conditions described in Section 3.2.1,
since they convey translucent appearance better than the front one.
Stimuli are rendered with four target materials, selected to span a
range of translucent appearance. Figure 6 shows the eight target
images for the matching task (4 materials ˆ 2 lighting conditions).

Measured variables Since it is a matching task, we can compute
the perceptual error (cubic root metric) between the target and the
result obtained by each participant. We also analyze the time to
completion of each trial, as well as the level of satisfaction provided
by participants at the end of the trial (value in a 1 to 7 Likert scale).

Figure 6: Target images used in the matching task of the user
study. We use the Armadillo statue with four different materials
(columns), and each of these materials is rendered under two differ-
ent light conditions: back (top row) and side (bottom row) lighting.
Materials are selected such that they cover different regions of the
manifold.

Figure 7: Comparison between interfaces for the matching task
of the user study. We show, for each interface, the average time
per trial (left), the error in image space computed using the cubic
root metric (center), and the reported level of satisfaction with the
result (right). Users are able to obtain better results, as shown by
the increased satisfaction level and decreased error, using similar
time than with the slider-based interface.

Results We use repeated measures ANOVA to test whether the
interface used (two levels, slider-based vs. ours) had a signifi-
cant effect on the perceptual error or the time to completion. We
use Bonferroni correction, and set the threshold for significance at
α “ 0.05. In the case of the satisfaction level, which is a rating on
a 1 to 7 Likert scale, we use the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-
rank test to evaluate statistical significance.

Figure 7 shows all three measured variables for both interfaces
tested. We can see that the results obtained are better in the case
of our proposed interface than for the slider-based one, as shown
by both the error and the level of satisfaction. Satisfaction (Fig-
ure 7, right) is not only significantly higher with our interface (Z “

204.00, p ´ value ă 0.0001) but also has a lower standard devia-
tion, while the error with respect to the target (Figure 7, center) is
significantly lower for our interface (Fp1,15q “ 12.28, p´value “

0.003). While the average editing time is longer with our interface,
differences between both interfaces in terms of time to completion
are not statistically significant; despite this, participants are more
satisfied with our interface, possibly owing to the increased quality
of the results.

© 2024 The Authors.
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Figure 8: Qualitative results obtained in the matching task with
the interfaces tested. For two target images, we show the results
obtained with each interface (slider-based and ours) by two differ-
ent participants.

Figure 9: Fine-tuning with our interface. Given a target image
(left), we show the final image selected in the manifold during im-
age navigation (center left) and the match scene rendered with the
corresponding optical parameters (center right). Its appearance
can then be fine-tuned via sliders to reach a final result (right)
closer to the target. Please refer to the text for more details.

We show qualitative results obtained by the participants in our
study in Figure 8. For three different target images, we show the
final appearance obtained by two participants, with both the slider-
based and our interface. Within the complexity of the task, our
interface enables more closely matching the target, while in the
case of the slider-based interface, participants can really struggle
to reach even a fairly similar appearance. Interestingly, when us-
ing our interface, in 42% of the trials participants did not fine-tune
their results, and kept the result obtained through image navigation
of the manifold. However, in a number of cases the fine-tuning step
can play a significant role, as shown in the example in Figure 9.

Overall, our study indicates that, while sliders can be success-
fully tuned for fine edits (as shown in Figure 9), navigating the full
space of translucent appearance with sliders is a daunting task for
users. Meanwhile, image navigation provides a usable alternative,
either to reach a good match, or to provide a good initial approxi-
mation in more challenging cases.

5.2.2. Natural Task

Stimuli The target images feature the XYZ RGB Dragon lit by an
environment map, and are shown in Figure 10. The match scene is
the same as the one in the previous task (see Section 5.2.1), there-
fore participants can select between three conditions for lighting

Figure 10: Target images used in the natural task of the user study.
We employ the XYZ RGB Dragon geometry with four different ma-
terials, rendered with an environment map.

Figure 11: Comparison between interfaces for the natural task of
the user study. We show, for each interface, the average time per
trial (left), and the reported level of satisfaction with the result
(right).

the scene (side, back, and front). Again, target images are rendered
with four materials covering a wide range of appearance.

Measured variables In this case, in the absence of an objective
measure of error (since the target and match images have different
geometry and illumination), our measured variables are the time to
completion of each trial, and the level of satisfaction provided by
participants at the end of the trial.

Results We perform the same analyses as in the previous task for
the two measured variables, time and level of satisfaction. Figure 11
shows these measures for both interfaces tested. While participants
spent on average less time editing with our interface than with the
slider-based one, this difference was not statistically significant.
However, our interface yields a higher level of satisfaction with
the result (Z “ 107.5, p´value “ 0.01). Both measures (especially
level of satisfaction) exhibit less variance in the case of our inter-
face. We also observe a drop in the time to complete each trial with
respect to that of the matching task, with only a slight decrease
in the level of satisfaction. Feedback during the debriefing sessions
suggests that participants attempted to approximate the appearance,
rather than exactly matching it. Sample qualitative results can be
seen in Figure 12.

6. Discussion

We propose a novel way of exploring and editing translucent mate-
rials, via a continuous perceptually-motivated manifold of translu-
cent appearance. To validate the benefits of this approach we have
built an interface that leverages our manifold in an image naviga-
tion paradigm, followed by a fine-tuning step. An evaluation of its
applicability is done by means of a user study, in which we com-
pare our proposed interface to a standard, slider-based one, in two
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Figure 12: Qualitative results obtained in the natural task with the
interfaces tested. In this task, participants had to mimic the appear-
ance of a target image on a match scene that featured a different
geometry and a different illumination. Despite the difficulty of the
task, our interface led to significantly higher levels of satisfaction.
The times to complete the task with our interface were 90s (top)
and 218s (bottom), while for the slider-based interface were 325s
and 265s, respectively.

editing tasks and for varied materials and geometries. Our inter-
face enables non-expert users to reach a better result (based on both
objective and subjective measures) with differences between both
interfaces being statistically significant.

In particular, participants report higher levels of satisfaction, rat-
ing our interface as more intuitive and less frustrating than the tradi-
tional slider-based approach. Furthermore, for matching tasks, our
navigation (plus slider-based fine-tuning) allowed a closer match
to the reference, as well as a faster workflow for general look-dev
tasks. In terms of workflow, the usual trend was to find a rough
estimate of the appearance through navigation, and then locally ex-
plore this estimate, first using navigation, and then (sometimes) by
fine-tuning using sliders. This is in line with the “block and refine”
strategy found by Kerr and Pellacini [KP10]. At the same time,
our results somewhat contradict the findings of Kerr and Pellacini,
where a navigation-like paradigm was rated as the least effective, in
that case for opaque reflectance modeling. This might be explained
by the discrete nature of their image-based navigation through the
reflectance parameters, as opposed to the continuous navigation on
a perceptually-motivated manifold in our case, as well as by the
fact that we focus on a different type of material.

The image-based navigation of our manifold requires computing
the optical parameters via inverse rendering, which can lead to dif-
ferences between the image in the manifold and the actual result.
In most cases this was not noticeable, likely because translucency
constancy is not good enough to perceive these small differences
across different lighting or geometry. The supplemental material
compiles detailed participants’ results illustrating this point.

The perception of translucency depends on geometry and light-
ing, and thus strictly speaking our analysis is only valid for the
geometry and lighting considered. We address this by (i) including
three lighting directions (commonly used in translucency percep-
tion); (ii) selecting a geometry with thin and thick parts, fine details

and sharp edges; and (iii) studying generalization to other geome-
tries, including both complex and simpler ones (Section 4.4.3). We
choose directional lighting because it better reveals the translucent
nature of the material, and our natural task shows that users can
leverage this manifold to edit complex geometries lit under an en-
vironment map. An analysis of the effect of other lighting condi-
tions, including, e.g., more diffuse ones or other factors, could be
done following the methodology laid out in this work.

Limitations The main limitation of image navigation leveraging
our manifold, also pointed out by users, is its limited ability for
very fine adjustments. This is particularly relevant for the matching
task. This motivates the addition of a slider-based fine-tuning step
complementing the image-based navigation, but it could potentially
be addressed by a fully continuous navigation interface.

In terms of appearances, we have explored homogeneous, achro-
matic materials, and we have also limited our study to classical
exponential media, to keep the problem tractable. The effect of col-
ored albedo deserves further exploration, and the additional degrees
of freedom of non-exponential transmittance [JAG18; BRM*18]
have been proven useful in look-dev tasks in production [WVH17],
at the cost of further increasing the complexity of editing. Having
shown here the benefits that a perceptually-motivated manifold can
have for editing translucent appearance, we hope these additional
aspects will be explored in future work.
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